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A Word  
from the Student Union

So, the competitive exams are almost over and 

all that is left are the orals before you discover

student life. ENSTA Bretagne is the place to be 

and our Student Union Team, the BDE, are

ready to give you a warm welcome!

Apart from the range and depth of the courses 

you can follow, ENSTA Bretagne is a school

that has loads of associations, so believe me, 

you won’t have time to get bored!

As soon as you arrive on Breton soil, our inte-

gration squad have 2 weeks of crazy stuff lined

up for you to have Fun with a capital “F”, culmi-

nating in the WEI (Integration Weekend page

22) in a secret location that will be revealed at 

the very last minute. After that, as we say in

these parts, the “integ lasts all year!”.

What’s more, as if that wasn’t enough, the BDE 

have lots of different sports associations,

clubs and communities so that you feel relaxed 

and at home. Try to find a space in your

advanced technologies student engineer diary, 

(go on…admit it.. that sounds super cool!) of

the dates of all of the major events right now!

The campus is great for super sports facilities, 

the Foy’z (the Student’s Building or homefrom-

home, pages 6/7), the Shreu (Restaurant) and 

the RDE (Students’ Hall of Residence) for

a bit of rest between two activities (or even 

between two lessons).

Do you dream of a full and action-packed 

student life? We would be delighted to have you

come and join us next year. We are looking 

forward to it.

WER  
Alumni Get  
Together  

Week-end  

SEPTEMBER

EVENTS  
NOT TO BE MISSED

APRIL

START 
SAILING COMP

Raphaëlle 
President of the BDE Student Union ENSTA Bretagne.

bde@ensta-bretagne.org
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MESMERRIEN STOP - LINE A 
“PORTE DE GOUESNOU”
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TRAINING ADMINISTRATION

RESEARCH INSTITUTE

SPORTS COMPLEX

COMMON AREA

- International Development and Partnerships (    , RDC)
- Management     , 1 st

- Dean of Studies      , RDC)
- ENSTA Bretagne Alumni (    , RDC)
- Quality and Sustainable Development       , 1st

1st

- Photocopy Service     , RDC)
- Director of administration, Human Resources, Financial
 Services, Legal Services (    , RDC and )
- Public Relations (    , 1st)
- IT Services (    , RDC)
- Technical Services (    , RDC)
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BUSINESS INCUBATOR SPORTS COMPLEX

SPORTS 
FACILITIES

MECHANICS 
DEPARTMENT

Advanced Experimental Mechanics on

INFORMATION AND 

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES 

AND TECHNOLOGIES

DEPARTEMENT

RESTAURANT

STUDENT HALL 
OF RESIDENCE

STUDENT HALL 
OF RESIDENCE

HUMAN AND SOCIAL 
SCIENCES DEPARTMENT

A LECTURE 
THEATRES

CAFETERIA

CLASSROOM

MULTIMEDIA 
LIBRARY

DIRECTOR’S AND DEAN’S OFFICES AND ADMINISTRATION
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Need a room in Brest ? The RDE is 
for you! No need to get up early or 
to travel miles,

you will be at the very heart of ENSTA Bretagne
A few minutes away from the Shreu (restaurant), the Foy’z and the 
classrooms ! The 222 furnished, 14 m2 rooms are all together in 
the modern hall right in the heart of your campus.

• Room with  

Shower : 321 €  

•  Room without  

Shower : 270 € 

•   Room Subsidies Possible   

•   Breakfast Included 

•   Very High Speed 

Internet Access Free 

•    Laundrette

Monthly Rate 

2019-2020

The RDE 
(Student Hall of Residence)

campus mapT H E  S C H O O L

The tram
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The Foy’z by day

The Foy’s by night

Want a coffee ? Or a tea ? Need 
a chilled drink? A team is always 
ready to serve you! You can
flop on the sofa with your friends. 
You can also challenge them to a 
game of billiards or table
football as often as you like and 
make your mark as best try-harder.

Whether you want snacks to relax 
or the complete saucisson fest – you 
can have all that my friend, for next to 
nothing! An amphitheatre 
for extremely sophisticated 
events combining side-
splitting laughter and skill.

Need to chill ?  
Stop by  

the Foy's

Cool !

 

THE FOY'Z !

The sun is setting into the Iroise Sea,
our lessons have finished and our good intentions are
fast asleep in the arms of Mor-pheus…so it must be time for the Foy’z to put on its night-timeparty gear! Come and strut your stuff on the dance floor to the rhythm of our DJs. Every nightis a theme night.6

The Foy's heart beats 

to the rhythm of 

it evenings... And 

believe me, there's 

no risk of a cardiac 

arrest!

the foy's  
is the students' 
meeting place at 
any time of day !



DID YOU SAY

Yéti
In the beginning, all the students at our school were military student engineers, serving the French 

Procurement Agency, the Direction Générale de l’Armement. These IETA (Ingénieurs

des Etudes et Techniques d’Armement) gave themselves the nickname Yeti…well, it saves

them having to repeat the acronym every 2 minutes. Today, this strong and mysterious animal

has become the mascot of the school’s students, spreading fear and panic in opposing sports

teams and seducing the hottest Brest students.

9

at ENSTA BRETAGNE
A typical Thursday

As everyone knows, at night all clouds are grey…
Come into the welcoming warmth of a concert café. These havens, echo with good humor 
and party vibes! So there’s no time to lose, the Ocean City is the best of hosts! 

To convince you , go to www.brest-life.fr/en/-1.html

NightLife

iN Brest.

Downtown to your favorite watering hole, to the 
movies or to squat a friend’s bedsit

07:50 AM

08:00 AM

08:10 AM

12:15 AM

06:45 PM

07:30 PM

08:00 PM

10:05 to 10:20 AM

Wake up, alone or not. No rush, brekkie and lessons are two 
minutes away from your bed!

Brekkie at the shreu: coffee, croissant,  

bread’n’butter or cereal, everything  

you need to feel great.

Lectures for the brave !
Break time in the coffeeroom, 
snack, coffee and fresh air for 
those who don’t feel the cold

Quick…off to the shreu, 
sports start in one hour !

Waterproofs: OK. Deck shoes and salopette: OK We’re off for  

3 hours of sailing, sun or no sun, as long as there is wind!

After a good shower, a little tour 
of the Foy’z for a little beer * and 
a round billiards with a mate.

Dindins!
Well, steak’n’ chips please!

Back to the Foy’z for a little round of bil-
liards, table football or Mario Kart.
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01:30 PM

Year « 0 »

Année «0»
Year « 0 »

The Flag Ceremony

Year « 0 »

Before starting school and their engi-
neering career, the IETA carry out an 
immersion period in the armed forces 
for several months during Year « 0 ».

The IETA students are committed to honoring military personnel who work 

day in, day out for peace and security. Every year, the team,accompanied 

by injured service personnel, take up impressive human and sports 

challenges, all crowned with success, such as the G20 hike or the 700km 

bike ride between Brest and Villiers-Carbonnel. The money raised from each 

event, is donated to the Bleuet de France charity.
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Today, these IETA, represent 20% of the students in the school. They 

have shorter hair than the others and wear a uniform for special 

occasions. But like the civilian students, they join in to promote the BDE 

campaigns, volunteer at the Foy’Z and take part in all the activities. They 

open the path to new industrial partners and combine

forces with the civilians which is a real strength for ENSTA Bretagne. 

So we are all really proud of this diversity, the civilians like the military.

Head of Mili Reception

05:35 PM



TABLE TENNIS

After all that revising, it’s time to dust off your sports shoes and get back on the sports field. 

A real hub at ENSTA Bretagne, it is there for you to get together and relax. Whether you are a

high level athlete or have two left feet, the Bureau des Sports is there to organize sports

sessions for you.

The TOSS (Tournoi OmniSports de CentraleSupélec) is a tournament which 

gathers together 4500 participants from 110 schools and universities. Apart 

from the 18 sports or activities such as bungee jumping, paintball or even color 

run, the TOSS maintains its reputation as being the leading French multisport 

tournament. And after the effort, the reward: we all get together for the biggest 

party night organized by the CentraleSupelec!

sporty friend

Cross-fit

SWIMMING

S
P

O
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T
S

judo

Cycling

The TOSS

Each year, ENSTA Bretagne sends its athletes to kick their heels at the X in Palaiseau. Over a

weekend, 11 defense schools, including the X, the Ecole Navale, Saint-Cyr Coëtquidan, The

Ecole de l’Air, the military health and gendarmerie schools, ENSTA PARIS TECH, ENSTA

BRETAGNE and the ISAE SUPAERO get together to put their school on top of the podium.

Come and experience the crazy “VI nations” of the military schools and reap those medals!

tsged Graduate Defense School Tournament

> Ladies’ volleyball

> Mens’ volleyball
> Football

> Sailing

GOLD MEDALS :

> Men’s basketball

> Badminton

> Men’s handball

SILVER MEDALS

> Ladies’ basketball

> Ladies’ fencing

BRONZE MEDALS

FENCING

And the competition

 

Whether you are a noob or try-
hard, the e-sport section brings 
together all the regular or
occasional gamers in the 
school. Several video games, 
such as Mario Kart, Just Dance,
League of Legends or 
Hearthstone are available. LAN 
(gamers on the net) evenings 
are organized during the 
year to gather a maximum of 
multiplayers of all levels.

E-Sport 
Section COMBAT SPORTS

badminton

CLIMBING

10

BODY-BUILDING

Horseriding

ORIENTEERING

tennis

ENSTA Bretagne ranked 2 nd

overall in the team classification
2019

If you want to prove your worth and represent the school, the sports associations are 

there for you. Throughout the year, you can compete against other teams, in many 

sports tournaments. 

> Ladies’ fencing

> Men’s fencing

> 50m ladies’ freestyle swimming

> 100m freestyle swimming
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Basketball men and women, whether you are a beginner 

or a professional, don’t hesitate to come and join the most crowned SA 

at ENSTA Bretagne! After a fantastic season , with several medals at 

the TSGED, the YEATEAM is counting on you to add to its list of titles!

Hoping to see you soon on the parquet defending ENSTA Bretagne’s 

colors and sharing the good team spirit and atmosphere!.

HANDBALL

If you want to trample the turf or discover 
the most popular sport in the world, come 

and Zlataner the other schools with us !  
We are just as crazy off the pitch as we are serious on it,

so don’t hesitate to pull on your boots!

Do you want to wear  
the school colors ?  
United and motivated, the Pom-Pom girls 

and boys are always there to represent and 

support the school teams. Multi champions, 

they also take part in many partnerships and 

events outside the school such as those 

organized by Brest Cityhall, evenings in bars 

or sports events such as the Ovalies. 

& Futsal

football

OUR VALUES sharing and team spirit. With two men’s and 

one ladies’ team, there will always be a place for you, whatever your level 

to join in the fun and the victories!

The team does us proud  
in all the tournaments !
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To get rid of all those toxins you accumulated 
during that intensive revising, there is nothing 
better than rugby ! 
ENSTA Bretagne’s Rugby SA proposes team spirit, commitment and par-
tying to those who dare slip on the studs at the noble Millennium Stadium 
of the school (amateurs of the game will understand)!

Crazy atmosphere  
in the stands guaranteed!!
Bring your colored scarf, your good humor and
come and support your classmates from the 
terraces!

and Beach volleyballVOLLEYBALL

’N’CO

Basketball

©
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SA SUPPORTERS

POM-POM



Victory
SAILING
R EG AT TAS
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"I am sailing...I am sailing"

Thanks to a well-equipped Bureau de Glisse and a team of enthusiastic riders, you can 

come and live out your dream : go surfing, bodyboarding or catamaraning ! Thanks 

to beginners’ classes from our team of motivated and versatile riders, as well as the 

equipment available from the BDG, you can become the rider you have always dreamt of 

being! Come and ride the powerful Breton waves of the nationally famous surf spots. The constant 

wind will be your best ally for navigating along the splendid Breton coast.  

Do you prefer the city? Bring your skateboard and ride the streets of Brest with us!

Light craft : Every Thursday afternoon, ENSTA Bretagne disembarks on the slipway at
Moulin Blanc, Brest Harbor which embraces one of the most beautiful estuaries in the world.
Whether you want to just have a go or become perfect at windsurfing, catamaran or dinghy,
you will be spoilt for choice! In a few weeks, the Brest Roadstead will hold no secrets for you!  
For those who are more motivated or if you want to have a great weekend,  
the cata raids are organized each year.

Liveaboard sailboats : single-handed sailing, in pairs, that’s great. But do you prefer  
to be in a team? There are J80s available from the SA Voile Habitable, and with a bit of training,
nothing is better than a few regattas for having a go at the competition!

Ride n  Slide
A word from the Bureau de la Glisse (BDG)

EDHEC CRUISE RACE 2019 

1ST

OUT OF THE SEVEN STUDENT CREWS 
OF THE ECOLE NAVALE GRAND PRIX 2018 

1ST

FRENCH UNIVERSITY  
CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH RACE 

1ST

TOUR OF BELLE-ILE  
18-19 MAY

TÉLÉGRAMME TRESCO 
29 MAY TO 2 JUNE

THE J80 NATIONAL 
1 TO 4 NOVEMBER 

THE REGATTAS

Sailing every Thursday 
afternoon is no 
longer enough ?
Are you looking for sport, speed and competition? Come on 
board with ENSTA Bretagne Sailing Team. Our aim? Have 
fun and win a maximum number of regattas



CluBsthe

Come and set the  

evenings alight !  
The YESS is the team of ENSTA Bretagne DJs! You can mix at any size of event, 

at school (integration, evenings at the Foy’z, the student union campaign, 

etc…) or outside (galas of the other schools or universities, discos, bars, the 

EDHEC Cruise Race etc).

A word from 
the BDA

EACH INSTANT IN LIFE IS A 

STEP TOWARDS….CULTURE.

Whether you are a total beginner or regular player, 

play the bombarde or the Irish flute, are a jazz fan or 

a metalhead, the music club is for you! The club has 

a fully equipped room you can use and where you 

can meet a whole load of other keen musicians ready 

to groove, rock or play wild solos. You can go to the 

regular jam sessions and play concerts for the many

diverse occasions we have in the school! Over to you, 

Maestro!

Over to you ,Maestro !

ENSTA’DRAMA

You are a musician,

16

you love music and the great ambiance of the South West ? Come and join ENSTA Bretagne brass band to get them going on 

campus, liven up the aperitifs, and above all, support our sports teams during their competitions!! All levels and instruments 

are welcome to give us all a musical treat!!

Come and discover the school’s 

dance club ! Every Wednesday eve-

ning, we propose classes

in rock, acrobatic rock, salsa or even 

hip-hop. You can also take part in the 

gala dance show.

Whatever your level, whether you are 

a beginner or king of the dance floor, 

join the circle and

set the floor alight!

Philistine or seasoned actor, with 

ENSTA’Drama you will join a troop 

united by performances

and improvisation, theatrical 

exercises and rehearsals which all 

combine to finish in gales of

laughter. The only limit is our 

imagination, so we try not to go too 

off track when rehearsing

for the end of year performances…

Laughter and emotion guaranteed!
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Do you love nature  
and walking, 
then come and enjoy the magnifi-
cent landscapes of Finistère
with Marche&Découverte. 
Whatever the conditions, we 
always enjoy our Sunday after-
noons! Our leader Wikipedia will 
teach you more about Breton 
history and biodiversity. And after
that, meet you at the Foy’Z for a 
little pick-me-up including saucis-
son, beer or hot chocolate…

At the Bureau des Arts, music is our passion!
The 7th art is what makes us dream! The theater is what moves us! Literature is what enthralls us! Photography 

is what fixes us ! To meet up in the heart of the Far West, or in the arms of Juliette, you don’t need to be an 

expert in cinematography or crazy about the theater, there is a place for everyone. There are many

cultural activities on offer. Films, concerts, plays…

DANCE CLUB



Are you a budding Steven Spielberg ?  
Are you an ace video editor? Can you handle a camera like no one else? Or are you a complete beginner 

wanting to dip into the immense world of the audiovisual? Then the BDAV is for you! From integration to 

the student union campaigns, and original creations, the BDAV (Bureau de l’Audiovisuel) is there to film for 

posterity all those important moments in student life! We haven’t forgotten photography of course:

beginner or total fan, come and let your imagination run riot during the numerous outings or

photo workshops, all in a friendly atmosphere!

18 19

CluBsTHE

THE GAMES/GN CLUB IS THERE IF YOU WANT 

TO MEET OTHER FANS of role plays, board games, cards, 

models… as well as a vast collection of graphic novels ! Ideal for

having a good time around a table, as a beginner or a seasoned pro. We 

don’t care who wins (unless it isn’t me), the important thing is to have fun!

Thanks to ENSTA Bretagne Moto Club, 
you can take part in drives to discover this magnificent 
region, get your license at a reasonable price and help 
other motorheads organize
outings to earn money 
for charities such as the 
Téléthon. You can also just 
ride pillion for a
guided tour, as long as you 
are nice to the driver.

BEST (Board of European Students of Technology)  
is a European association of student teams from 33 
countries! This widespread network enables you to 
discuss and meet during seminars or engineering 
competitions, and also further your scientific training 
by sharing knowledge and learning soft skills!

GAMES/GN 
CLUB

This year, we are working on some brilliant projects:

• YETRI : a waste sorting initiative for schools

•  Big brothers and sisters : helping high school students with their 

homework, career path and cultural awareness

•  KROC : a cultural awareness game for schools • Enstaqua : an 

interactive marine fauna and flora discovery aquarium for children

•  Enstaqua : aquarium interactif et activités de sensibilisation à la 

faune et à la flore marine pour les enfants

•  Enstaroute : bags to collect trash on the highway to limit pollution 

on the roads.

If you want to help, come and join in. Enactus ENSTA Bretagne will 

help you develop your human and entrepreneurial skills !

Promote social entrepreneur-
ship in France and abroad

a true community : 69 000 students from 36 countries

IMPACT is a combination of young 
people, ideas and motivation!
If you want to immerse yourself in the business world, negotiate 
studies or even work on different projects: then junior IMPACT 
is for you! Our role? Negotiate studies for clients ranging from 
SMEs to multinationals, and creating teams from the school to 
accomplish the projects. Junior IMPACT has taken off in a big way: 
boosted by an ultra motivated team trained through the
different national and regional congresses, forums and partner-
ships in which is takes part.

A word from the BDAV 21 000 STUDENTS

The biggest student 

movement in France

10 K€ projected  
turnover for 
2019

Being an engineer necessarily means being concerned about sustainable development ! 
Would you like to volunteer in a food bank? Do you have any projects to help people and 
protect the planet?  Whether you can help from time to time, or become a mainstay of the 
association, we will welcome you with open arms. Our role in the school is to promote positive 
activities and good practice throughout ENSTA. If you wish to develop your humanitarian side 
as a responsible citizen and future engineer, come and join CITOYENS SOLIDAIRES

Public-spirited citizens
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The Shell Eco Marathon is a student automobile competition  aiming to cover the most kilometers with an electric car. We have taken part in this for many 
years, so don’t hesitate to come and drive with us! Car fan or just curious and motivated, we would be delighted to welcome you with open arms!  So see you next year!

Stars in your eyes ? 
Fed up with damp squibs and want to fire on all cylinders?
Construct your own rocket from A to Z with Spacieta, design your own experiment and 
watch your baby take off to over 1500 meters! Come to Spacieta too and take part in 
the loony launch campaign in sunny Tarbes, organized by the CNES.

Enrolled in the Formula Student, 
the ENSTA Bretagne racing team has got tongues wagging !

Capable of reaching 150 km/h, the single seater, combustion engine car 
designed by the team will be in the running for the international competition 
in student automobile engineering taking place in July 2020: Formula SAE. The 
Racing Team seek simplicity and efficiency. Do you have a need for speed?  
No questions, just come and join the team next year!

Spacieta

3rd in the Emergency Service Robots European 
Robotics League Competition in 2019,
1st in the SAUC-E Competition in 2016,  
the European autonomous underwater vehicle 
challenge

The 4L Trophy, is an adventure for 2 in a Renault 4L in the desert like you have never

experienced ! Sand, mechanics, passion and bivouacs… it is also a humanitarian project 

for Moroccan children. A race which promises to be unforgettable.

Do you feel like taking part in a competition which brings together 
future engineers and architects from all over the world for the same 
challenge ? Join the team and rise to the challenge of designing, buil-
ding and piloting an innovative boat that must be both the fastest
and the most economical in terms of energy! After 10 months of 
preparation in a team with our colleagues at ENSA Paris-La Villette, 
we take part in the HYDROCONTEST, the leading international student 
competition for economical boats.

Want to build your own robots ?  
Come and join the fans of the robot section who join in the French Robotics Cup each year.  
You will compete against 200 teams in a crazy atmosphere!

ROBOTICS 

 a HYDROCONTEST objective !

Challenges
and champions
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Shell Eco Marathon

DRONE SECTION
Pioneer, explorer 
the Drone Section is made for you !  
Come and build your own airborne, land or underwater machines, printed in 3D or made in 
carbon, and join in the competitions in all four corners of Europe!

Destination ENSTAero Bretagne !
Can you identify a flying plane from the ground ? Are you
passionate about aeronautics? Then come and get to know us while we visit museums, go to
air shows and even attend conferences by experts. Why not take the opportunity to get your
pilot’s license and benefit from special terms with Brest Aeroclub. And that’s not all, join in the NAE 
Challenge and teambuild your future plane from a MiniBEE, a cross between a plane and a drone.

1st prize heavyweight 
boat category
2nd prize lightweight 
boat category  
(in 2016)

ROBOTICS  
COMPETITIONS

1ST PRIZE 
AUTONOMOUS  
SAILING BOAT 

WORLD CUP  
2018 (WRSC)

CLUB



The Gala is an exceptional event, for students, new graduates, personnel and partners of the school. Be prepared for an unforgettable 
evening, with entertainment provided by school groups and famous artists invited especially for the occasion. On the program, a delicious 
cocktail and an action packed evening with acts that might well surprise you. To be even closer to the stage, why not join in the organization 
of the event? Whatever happens, the atmosphere of this unique evening will leave you speechless. Who will take over from Jill & Cécé and 
Watermat for the new edition? Come and find out!

THE GALA : ELEGANCE GUARANTEED

As soon as you arrive at ENSTA Bretagne, you 
can join in the many fun and sports activities and 
evenings that we have on offer. Don’t count on the 
nights for a bit of rest as the party carries on until 
dawn! This is the crazy atmosphere in which you 
will discover the campus, the Brest region and 
your first year classmates. But integration is only 
the start, compared with everything waiting for you 
at the WEI* where you, together with the entire 
year, are taken to a secret hideaway.

Like the finale in a firework display, integration weekend 

(the WEI) will finish integration with a bang ! You will 

take part in activities which you will never forget!WEI 
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Students from the theater, dance and music clubs got together  
for the most spectacular musical during the 2018 gala.

To get an idea of the atmosphere during that evening, take a look at our 
video! : http://bit.ly/Gala_ENSTA_Bretagne
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2019 EDITION  
IN THE FABULOUS  
SURROUNDINGS OF THE  

C A P U C I N S

30
 November 2019



When the time comes to elect the new BDE : it’s your turn to take the reins ! The creativity

and motivation of the competitors will be put to the test but whether you are on the list or not,

victorious or not, there will be a fun atmosphere and an epic battle!
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At the beginning of the school year, 
the student union, with the help of the international relations team and partners organizes the 

International Day. The international students introduce you to their countries through food tasting, 

concerts etc…and the students who have lived abroad tell you about their experience and share tips. 

A super friendly time!

if you also want to experience some crazy evenings, and high 
altitude nightclubs have always been your thing, then take 
advantage of the ski week organized by the “WE SKI” team.
There’ll be lots of backcountry and backflip sessions, and also 
good mulled wine* and sunbathing afternoons among friends 
for the less experienced! Soak up the warm atmosphere
of the mountains and live the unforgettable. So, whether you 
are a marmot, a seal or another slidey being…(or not), come 
and join us, it’s going to be good, good, good!!!!

If you want to visit the 
best Alpine ski resorts,

25

dayinternational

Inter ENSTA

Weekend An extraordinary weekend  
get together with our  
Parisian colleagues »

SKI WEEK

STUDENT UNION BDE CAMPAIGN

IT IS THE SPRING EVENT
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The many concert venues that make Brest rock : the Vauban where about 200 groups perform
each year (and that has lasted for 25 years!), the Carène which also hosts 70 concerts per year
in two venue halls and serves as a springboard for new Brest talent, the Brest Arena if you are
keen on “great sporting events”…not forgetting the national and other theaters, the cinemas
and numerous socio-cultural places where you can find all the films and shows to your taste!

and its areabrest
there’s nowhere  

better than Brittany !
First of all, there is the Vieilles  

Charrues, the biggest festival in 

France! But there is also Astropolis,  

the Fête du Bruit, the Bout du Monde… 

and many others

If you are full of the festival spiritTHE  FESTIVALS

The international airport Brest-Guipavas (Brittany’s largest airport) is less than 15 minutes from the school by 

car, and offers (among others) ten direct flights to Paris each day, connecting the city to the rest of France. You 

want to go home for family reasons, holidays, zombie attack etc…. Save time and go by air! If you prefer to go 

by train, of course Brest has a high speed train link (Brest/Paris in 3h30) and regional trains. In any case, contact 

us and we will come and pick you up with pleasure (and without fail…contacts on the back of this brochure).

but how can I get to Brest ?

Thank you to : 

all the clubs and associations which 

helped with this brochure, by  

providing texts and photos, and  

the Communication team.

© Jean-Yves Guillaume
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© Franck Bétermin

Art and culture lovers, you will find…

DEGEMER MAT
Welcome to Brest ! At the very tip of Finistère, right on the coast, the European maritime capital (ranked 4th in the world for 
research and 1st in Europe) really knows how to welcome you. After a good breath of fresh sea air, perhaps you are wondering what 
you are going to do now you have some free time? Don’t worry! There is something for everyone in Brest! Not to
mention all those surf spots, cliffs to climb, beautiful coasts and legendary Celtic landscapes….

#passezalouest
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